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USA spoil Europe's party by beating Spain on the opening day
Croatia downs the Kazakhs, Fatovic nets five
Results & Teams
Game 1, 15.15 – Group B: Croatia v Kazakhstan 15-5
Quarters: 3-1, 3-1, 4-3, 5-0
Referees: Daniel Flahive (AUS), Balazs Szekely (HUN)
CROATIA
Marco Bijac (4 saves/9 shots, 44%), Ivan Marcelic (4/4, 100%) – Hrvoje Benic (1 goal/1 shot), Loren
Fatovic (5/6), Ivan Krapic (1/1), Lovre Milos (2/4), Ivan Buljubasic (0/0), Ante Vukicevic (1/4), Andro
Buslje (2/2), Andrija Basic (2/3), Josip Vrlic (0/0), Andelo Setka (0/2), Javier Garcia (1/4). Head coach:
Ivica Tucak
KAZAKHSTAN
Valeriy Shlemoy (12/27, 44%), Pavel Lipilin (GK2, not entered) – Yevgeniy Medvedev (1/2), Ruslan
Akhmetov (0/0), Roman Pilipenko (0/0), Miras Aubakirov (1/3), Alexey Shmider (1/5), Murat Shakenov
(0/2), Alexandr Godoyanyuk (0/0), Rustam Ukumanov (2/6), Mikhail Ruday (0/1), Ravil Manafov (0/2),
Yulian Verdesh (0/1). Head coach: Nemanja Knezevic
Goals/Shots
CRO: 15/33
KAZ: 5/22
Extramen
CRO: 4 for 17
KAZ: 3 for 11
Penalties
CRO: 1 for 2
KAZ: none
Best player of the game
Loren Fatovic (CRO)

Report
Croatia took a flying start in the opening match as they netted three goals in 1:57 minutes. However, after
this they seemed to push the brakes a bit and let the Kazakhs back to the match who closed the gap to 3-2
while the Croats missed a penalty.
The world champions’ ‘sleepy’ period lasted for 9:35 minutes but then they scored once more – again, three
in quick succession, this time in just 93 seconds and that gave a comfortable 6-2 lead for the Croats. Loren
Fatovic was on fire as he netted 4 already in the first half.
And his team maintained its fast triples: after a rare goal from the Kazakhs early in the third, three more
came from the Croats in an even shorter span, 82 seconds to go 9-3 up. From that point only the gap between
the two sides was in question and it stood at 10 at the end thanks to a 5-0 rush in the closing eight minutes,
so the favourite side opened its campaign with a rather convincing victory.
Montenegro outpowers Japan
Results & Teams
Game 2, 16.45 – Group A: Montenegro v Japan 14-8
Quarters: 4-1, 3-4, 5-2, 2-1
Referees: Adrian Alexandrescu (ROU), Juan Carlos Colominas (ESP)
MONTENEGRO
Dejan Lazovic (9/17, 53%), Slaven Kandic (GK2, not entered) – Drasko Brguljan (1/1), Bojan Banicevic
(0/0), Marko Petkovic (1/3), Stefan Vidovic (0/1), Duro Radovic (0/0), Mladan Janovic (4/5), Bogdan
Durdic (1/2), Aleksandar Ivovic (3/4), Sasa Misic (2/3), Dragan Draskovic (0/5), Vladan Spaic (2/4). Head
coach: Vladimir Gojkovic
JAPAN
Tanamura Katsuyuki (11/25, 44%), Fukushima Tomoyoshi (GK2, not entered) – Adachi Seiya (1/3), Koppu
Harukiirario (1/3), Shiga Mitsuaki (2/4), Yoshida Takuma (1/2), Suzuki Toi (0/0), Miyazawa Takumu (0/0)
Takata Mitsuru (0/2), Arai Atsushi (0/3), Inaba Yusuke (1/5). Okawa Keigo (1/2), Araki Kenta (1/1). Head
coach: Omoto Yoji
Goals/shots
MNE: 14/30
JPN: 8/26
Extramen
MNE: 1/4
JPN: 4/10
Penalties
MNE: 2/2

JPN: none
Best player of the game
Mladan Janovic (MNE)
Report
After a quick exchange of goals, the Montenegrins took the upper hand scoring three straight goals in 2:57
minutes but the three-goal lead perhaps calmed them too much as the second period belonged to the
Japanese. A double in 54 seconds brought them close early in the second and even though Montenegro
replied with two, Japan did the same trick as at the beginning of this period by netting two in 57 seconds for
6-5.
However, experience helped the European powerhouse in the remaining 11 seconds, the Montenegrins
earned a man-up and Drasko Brguljan just beat the buzzer to double the gap (7-5). And they scored
immediately from their first possession in the third, Japan pulled one back but soon Mladan Janovic buried a
penalty and added one more after a steal 17 seconds later for 10-6 – from here there was no way back for
Japan. Still in the third the Montenegrins replied to the Asians’ goal with a great double inside the last
minute to go five goals up before the last break (12-7). The fourth didn’t bring any big turns, the Europeans
collected all three points with a fine performance.
US action goals sink Spain
Results & Teams
Game 3, 18.15 – Group B: United States v Spain 8-6
Quarters: 2-3, 3-1, 1-1, 2-1
Referees: German Moller (ARG), Arkadiy Voevodin (RUS)
UNITED STATES
McQuin Baron (4/10, 40%(, Alexander Wolf (GK2, not entered) – Johnathan Hooper (1/2), Marko Vavic
(0/0), Alexander Obert (0/1), Benjamin Hallock (2/5), Luca Cupido (2/4), Hannes Daube (2/2) Alex Roelse
(0/0), Alexander Bowen (1/3), Chancellor Ramirez (0/2), Jesse Smith (0/2), Maxwell Irving (0/4). Head
coach: Dejan Udovicic
SPAIN
Daniel López (10/18, 56%), Eduardo Lorrio (GK2, not entered) – Alberto Munarriz (2/6), Alvaro Granados
(0/3), Miguel Del (0/0), Sergi Cabanas (0/0), Marc Larumbe (0/0), Francisco Fernandez (0/2), Albert
Espanol (0/1), Roger Tahull (0/2), Felipe Perrone (0/4), Blai Mallarach (4/5), Alejandro Bustos (0/0). Head
coach: Daniel Martin
Goals/shots
USA: 8/25
ESP: 6/24
Extramen

USA: 2/5
ESP: 1/8
Penalties
USA: 1/1
ESP: none
Best player of the game
Benjamin Hallock
Report
The first really thrilling game of the tourney brought a kind of surprise as the US team managed to come
from behind to beat Spain. It was a match of twists and turns which saw the Spaniards going ahead in the
first period with a couple of action goals. After some battling, deep into the second period Blai Mallarach
added one more from a dying man-up to go 2-4 up but then began the big time for the US folks who
produced a great run before the middle break. A penalty was followed by two great goals on equal strengths,
Luca Cupido’s one came five seconds from time to give a 5-4 lead for the Americans.
The third saw tremendous fight to create scoring opportunities but goalies did a great job at both ends. Spain
missed a 6 on 5, while the US made theirs, which seemed to be crucial (6-4 instead of 5-5). Mallarach ended
Spain’s lengthy drought which lasted from the middle of the second period until the dying seconds of the
third, for exactly 12:41 minutes. During this phase the 4-0 run of the US, between Mallarach’s goals, proved
to be decisive.
Again, the opening minutes of the last period were spent with a lot of swimming and position play, both
sides missed a 6 on 5, then, almost from nowhere, with just seconds on the shot-clock Alexander Bowen
stunned Dani Lopez with a sudden shot from the side, making it 7-5 with 5:36 to go. Spain couldn’t
capitalise on its next man-up, when Mallarch netted his fourth for 7-6, only 2:36 were remaining on the
clock. And soon it was over as from the next possession Benjamin Hallock – who was elected the best player
of the match –, again in the last seconds of their possession, managed to send the ball to the net from the
centre position. That sealed the victory for the Intercontinental Tournament winner over the best second
places side from the European prelims. In fact, the difference was well demonstrated by the offence stats: the
shots on target were 18-10 to the US while Spain was 1 for 8 in man-ups.
Third period Magyar whirlwind blows the Aussies away
Results & Teams
Game 4, 20.05 – Group A: Australia v Hungary 5-12
Quarters: 1-3, 1-1, 2-5, 1-3
Referees: Ivan Rakovic (SRB), Robert Tiozzo (CRO)
AUSTRALIA
Anthony Hrysanthos (6/15, 40%), Nicholas Porter (1/4, 25%) – Richard Campbell (0/6), Blake Edward
(0/2), Joseph Kayes (2/4), Nathan Power (1/4), Nickolas Elphick (1/3), Aidan Roach (1/3), Aaron Younger
(0/3), Andrew Ford (0/1), Timothy Putt (0/0), Lachlan Hollis (0/2), Nicholas Brooks (0/0). Head coach:

Elvis Fatovic
HUNGARY
Viktor Nagy (9/13, 69%), Istvan Kardos (3/4, 75%) – Daniel Angyal (0/2), Krisztián Manhercz (1/1),
Gergo Zalánki (3/3), Marton Vamos (2/2), Tamas Mezei (0/1), David Jansik (0/1), Gergo Kovacs (1/1),
Balazs Erdelyi(2/5), Bence Batori (2/5), Krisztián Bed? (1/1), Zoltán Pohl (0/0). Head coach: Tamas Marcz
Goals/shots
AUS: 5/28
HUN: 12/23
Extramen
AUS: 4/10
HUN: 3/7
Penalties
AUS: none
HUN: 3/3
Best player of the game
Gergo Zalanki (HUN)
Report
The lefties led the Hungarians’ charge in the opening period – after a bit lengthy intro phase with shots
landing on the posts Marton Vamos blasted the hosts’ first goal, then Gergo Zalanki added two later, at 0-2
Adrian Roach put the Aussies on the scoreboard from a finely tuned 6 on 5. The second brought a
tremendous fight, Joseph Kayes pushed the ball in from close range just 40 seconds into the next period and
the Sharks seemed to find the tools to kill the home side’s attacks. The Magyars missed back-to-back extras
but at least their defence worked, Viktor Nagy kept his saving percentage well over 70% in these minutes.
Only 32 seconds remained from this quarter when Hungary managed to earn a penalty and Balazs Erdelyi
converted it, halting the hosts' 8:20min long silence.
And the Magyars came back pretty strong for the second half and in 37 seconds they floored their rivals,
Krisztian Bedo finished a nicely set up extra and Bence Batori rocketed one from action for 2-6. The Aussies
– also beaten by the Magyars soundly (3-13) in the opening day of last year’s World Championships, unlike
in the previous years when their games were tied at the 2013 Worlds and at the Rio Olympics – could never
recover from this blow, the Hungarians took full control and later added a double in 65 seconds for 2-8.
Their rivals had some brighter spell late in this period but they could only came back to 4-9.
The hosts rolled on in the fourth – it was a rather telling scene when Krisztian Manhercz scored a one-onone counter-attack goal, launched after a well saved Aussie man-up played after a time-out. The Sharks
missed three 6 on 5s in a row even though the Hungarian substitute goalie Gergely Kardos came in for the
last eight minutes. He almost shut them out entirely in the fourth, Kayes ruined his clean sheet with 54
seconds from time but the Magyars had one more at the end to set back the gap to seven goals. It came from
a penalty though the action shots demonstrate the difference the most spectacularly: while the Aussies netted

1 from 16 attempts, the Hungarians scored 4 from 13.
Gergely Csurka, FINA Media Committee
Water polo at its best – again, in Budapest, again in the magnificent Duna Arena this time in the
men's World League Super Final. The venue is just as majestic in its legacy mood as it was a year ago
at the FINA World Championships (capacity halved, otherwise it's still the palace of aquatics).
Perhaps the best site to show a brand new face of water polo as the environment created for this Super
Final is something never seen at any previous meets. Six giant screens, plus three huge led perimeters
around the pool showing updates, fun images, the scorers' portraits plus their personal stats, on-site
coverage with 15 cameras and instant replays on all actions, post-game awarding show for the MVP of
the respective matches while both teams line up at the stage - fans' entertainment guaranteed. And the
teams were ready to contribute as there were plenty to show right on the opening day.
Thanks to the draw it was a Europe v Rest of the World test on Day 1 and based on the past results four wins
for the Old Continent were very much in the cards. Three victories arrived as expected, world champion
Croatia earned an easy win over Kazakhstan, Olympic 4th Montenegro overcame Japan and World
Championships runner-up Hungary delighted the home crowd with a spectacular win over Australia. But the
US boys were up to the task against Spain and with a great run in the middle two periods they took control
and pulled off a surprising win.
In Game 1, Croatia opened its campaign with an easy win over Kazakhstan. The world champions did a
clean job, building a safe gap by halftime, adding a demolishing 5-0 rush in the last period.

The smartest goal from Loren Fatovic (white cap), his shot caught the goalie by surprise - Credit: LOC /
Jozsef Szaka

Montenegro followed their fellows, their path was something similar, Japan had a better spell in the second
period but in the third the Montenegrins decided the outcome.
The next match brought the first real thrills of the tourney as the encounter between the US and Spain was
balanced throughout and ended in a bit surprising win of the Americans. A drought lasting 12:41 minutes
cost the game for Spain, during that phase the Americans went 6-4 up from 2-4 and never looked back.

Hungarian captain Viktor Nagy showed his best once again, posting a 69% saving percentage (9 stops on 13
attempts) in three periods
The newly shaped Hungarian team – lining up without an Olympic champion player at a major FINA event
for the first time since 2008 – entertained the home crowd with a brilliant display of water polo in the second
half. The Aussies held them on four goals in the first and caused them some headaches especially in the
second period but the hosts hit back hard in the third and blew their rivals away while rushing from 2-3 to 28.
You can follow all the action from Budapest as FINA offers live coverage on the FINA TV while you can
follow the games through a newly implemented live-score system. By clicking on the games listed here you
can find detailed statistics including play-by-play description, and our match reports and picture gallery can
be found in the usual space below.
Game 1, 15.15 – Group B: Croatia v Kazakhstan [1] 15-5
Game 2, 16.45 – Group A: Montenegro v Japan [2] 14-8
Game 3, 18.15 – Group B: United States v Spain [3]8-6
Game 4, 20.05 – Group A: Australia v Hungary [4] 5-12

